Labs USA

Introduces A Effective Way For
Storage

Vertical Growing Systems
For

The Smart Solution To
Maximize Your Space

Marijuana

Planning for Expensive Space
Growth in weed being recreationally legalized calls for an increase in competitors making it
harder to compete with other dispensaries that also grow weed, some marijuana clinics promote
new strains or come up with unique sales tactics to get more customers — the best way to be
able to compete in producing the most weed to sell. Nothing competes better than numbers.
With most weed facilities taking place in ground-level warehouses, it limits the amount of growth
that will be done. A way around this is to look for multi-floor warehouses or to build a second
floor. Not only is it costly but it creates a new work environment for employees that isn’t time-efficient. With pricey real estate markets even, a single warehouse is expensive. The most important
consideration in evaluating a potential grow space is ensuring proper ventilation for your crops.
Cannabis plants require a lot of light, which typically emit a tremendous amount of heat. Without
proper ventilation and air exchange, producers risk cooking their crop or limiting yields due to
excess humidity, heat, or oxygen.

Keeping each leaf indirect light, as well as having enough space to create constant airflow calls
for struggle. Crowded plants inhibit air movement, which can result in the growth
of mold, mildew, and other pests. Plants need extra care and attention; they need to be accessible
from a full 360 around the plant. Aisles need to be wide enough to allow multiple employees to
work from all angles. Proper spacing to plants to ensure they are getting the most exposure to
light, which produces bud formation Indoor cannabis grow facilities must be in an enclosed and
secured facility with functional windows, doors, rigid or semi-rigid walls, and a roof.
Running a successful commercial cannabis grow operation is an expensive challenge. While growers can maintain a higher level of control over humidity, available light, and pests in an indoor
environment, maintaining proper light levels and staying as energy-efficient as possible are top
priorities for commercial cannabis production operations.
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Why Labs USA/Metro?

Before entering a cannabis grow facility it is
important to prevent contamination of the
facility by bacteria, fungus, and mold by
changing into sterile clothing in a gowning
room. Utilizing clothing such as face masks, hair
nets, gloves, and coveralls help to protect a
facility, and maintain a controlled environment.

• High quality products that help create and
protect a sterile environment.
• Cleanable, corrosion resistant solutions
protects facilities from contamination.
• Made of 304 Stainless Steel for easy cleanability,
and a product that will last

• Gowning Bench
• Gowning Rack
• Stainless worktables

Labs USA has helped some of the top labs in
the world layout their gowning rooms.
Creating a sterile cannabis growing
environment is something that Metro
understands.

The propagation of new plants in your operation
are done in a cloning room. Clippings, or
cultures of plant matter are placed under
lighting systems on sterile shelves to begin the
rooting process. Once plants have rooted and
begin to grow they will be moved to a
Vegetative room to grow to their full potential.

• Adjustable shelving helps meet ideal light
spacing.
•Highly customizable to meet your room’s
dimensions.
•High density track shelving helps find more
space for clones.
•Cleanable shelving protects against mold,
fungus, and Bacteria.

• MetroMax Shelving
• Top Track Systems
• Stainless Steel Tables
• Dunnage racks

Labs USA brings solutions that are easily
cleanable and provide high density
products that help grow more healthy
clones in a smaller footprint without
sacrificing accessibility of clones.

Plants are grown to full potential then moved
into a flowering room to begin the transition
into the flowering stage. This is achieved by
simulating Fall which helps the plants begin
budding. High density of plants along with the
need for healthy airflow is crucial for a
successful grow.

• Easy transport of plants from room to room
• Quality sturdy products that protect high
quality products and harvest
• Cleanable & corrosion resistant (Microban)
that stops the growth of organic contaminants

• Mobile Wire Carts
• MetroMax Carts
• Dunnage

Transport of high value product is
something that Labs USA has done time and
again. Sturdy and cleanable dollies, Carts
and Mobile units will help transport your
plants along your process safely.

In a temperature controlled room plants are
either hung by their stems or trimmed and placed
to dry on trays. Humidity, temperature, and
cleanliness are essential to creating a quality
product. Here is where there can be a high risk of
contamination due to improper cleaning of
equipment, and high levels of moisture.

• Mobile drying racks allow easy access and
transport of product to final processing areas
• Corrosion resistant solutions protect from
oxidization of racking and other surfaces
• Convertible solutions allow for tray drying or
hang drying processes and help match
internal process.

• Drying Rack
• Top Track Systems
• Carts
• SmartWall

Labs USA ’s drying solutions have been
designed in partnership with some of the
largest cannabis growers in the world. Our
solution creates maximum airflow for hung
plants and allows for maximum efficient
density.

Workers skillfully trim dried buds to have an
aesthetically pleasing look while also creating a
more potent & easy smoking product,
ultimately increasing the value of the cannabis.

• Higher efficiency in the trimming process
• Ergonomic workstations help to keep
employees comfortable and productive
• Increased productivity of processes and
workers leads to higher quality and production

• Prepmate
• Stainless Steel Worktables
• Carts

Trimming is one of the most demanding jobs in
the cannabis industry and creating an ergonomic
solution for trimmers is what we set out to do.
Effective and efficient, Labs USA’s trimming
solutions help increase the productivity of your
trimmers while increasing your production.

Securing final product during the curing process
or securely storing cannabis that is ready to be
sold is important in any operation. High value
products are often the target of pilferage, and
protecting your crop is important.

• Heavy duty security that helps protect
valuable items.
• Cleanable, corrosion resistant solutions
protects facilities from contamination
• Visibly see that valuables are protected in
either our SES or MAX security cages

• SES Security
• Max Security
• Top Track

Protecting high value product is what our
security cages were designed to do. Not
only are they protected, but you can SEE
they are protected.

The Mobile Shelving Advantage
• High quality products that help create and
protect a sterile environment.
• Cleanable, corrosion resistant solutions
protects facilities from contamination.
• Made of 304 Stainless Steel for easy cleanability,
and a product that will last
• Maximum airflow
• Shelves slide out for easy access
• Available in stainless steel
• Quickly converts from hanging
to tray drying rack

Benefits Gained
Labs USA created an effective and natural solution by reducing storage space by three times
using Vertical Growing Systems. Each shelving unit can be as long as it needs to but are all able
to move in an efficient way. Since the Vertical Growing System unit is so secure, it can
support several levels of plants, any lights needed, and fans ensuring the facility reaches its full
potential. Since Labs USA has been around for decades the Vertical Growing Systems has
already proven to stand the test of time. Because large-scale marijuana growing operations
is still a relatively new concept, many communities are still developing local building
regulations, but Labs USA’s team has decades of experience in working with local officials and
contractors to ensure that growing systems are in compliance with all applicable codes.

Drying.

Hang or Tray Dry with Super Erecta Shelving

Shelving specifically
designed for cannabis
processing.
Metro Super Erecta Drying Rack

• Maximum airflow

Trimming.

Wet or Dry Trim with PrepMate

PrepMate MultiStation

PrepMate is a multifunctional workstation designed to

Hangeliminate
or Tray
Dry
space
constraints and increase overall productivity.
Trim, slide, clean, store or transport in a smaller footprint.
Accessorize Prepmate to maximize your cannabis process
and workflow.

Slide.
Trim.
Finish.

• Shelves slide out for easy access
• Available in stainless steel
Tray Drying
Pull-out rack section provide easy
access and ability to exchange shelf
levels. Wire shelves accomodate
standard drying screens.

• Quickly converts from hanging
to tray drying rack

Hang Drying
Open wire grid frame allows
for maximum density & ultimate
versatility during processing.

Clone your storage.

Multi-Level Functionality.
Streamline your process using multiple levels that work
together to create a workspace that maximizes every inch.
Slide stainless steel work surface to extract flowers, trim
and slide back to reveal and store finished product.

ADJUSTABLE
5 Working Heights

Seated PrepMate
Reduce fatique and provide
a highly functional space to
increase production time at task.

Utility where it counts.

Movable aisle shelving
takes advantage of
every inch.
Metro High-Density Track Shelving

(Also available in All-Polymer Rust Proof Shelving)

• Floors easy-to-clean
• Full line of accessories available
• Overhead tracks allow unobstructed
utillity cart access.

Stainless Steel Worktables

Grow your capacity by up to 50%

Available in a wide variety of sizes.

Utility Carts

Available in a wide variety of
styles & sizes from stainless steel
to all-polymer rust proof.

Shelving
Available in a wide variety of
styles & sizes from stainless steel
to all-polymer rust proof.

Security from
seed to sale.
Protect
Valuables.
Keep sensitive items from
loss or pilferage.

Visible,
yet Safe.
Ready View of Contents: Heavy-gauge
open wire construction keeps contents
visible at all times, making it easy to
check inventory.

MetroMax Polymer Security Shelving

Security Shelving

(Available in Stainless Steel or Chrome)

Have Questions? Call us toll-free.
Labs-USA.com will go to work for you.
In Utah at 801-855-8560
Email: Sales@Labs-USA.com
Labs-USA Corporate Offices located at:
2180 Constitution Blvd Salt Lake City
Utah 84119
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CANNABIS PROCESSING SOLUTIONS

Growing Even More?

All storage products for growing marijuana. Including:
• Wire Shelving
• Drying Racks
• Carts
• Rivet Shelving
• Lab Furniture
• Fume Hoods
And Many More...

Have Questions? Call us toll-free. Labs-USA.com will go to
work for you.
In Utah at 801-855-8560
Email: Sales@Labs-USA.com
Labs-USA Corporate Offices located at:
2180 Constitution Blvd Salt Lake City Utah 84119

